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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of automated recognition of faces and facial attributes by proposing a new general
approach called Accumulative Local Sparse Representation
(ALSR). In the learning stage, we build a general dictionary
of patches that are extracted from face images in a dense manner on a grid. In the testing stage, patches of the query image
are sparsely represented using a local dictionary. This dictionary contains similar atoms of the general dictionary that
are spatially in the same neighborhood. If the sparsity concentration index of the query patch is high enough, we build
a descriptor by using a sum-pooling operator that evaluates
the contribution provided by the atoms of each class. The
classification is performed by maximizing the sum of the descriptors of all selected patches. ALSR can learn a model for
each recognition task dealing with more variability in ambient
lighting, pose, expression, occlusion, face size, etc. Experiments on three popular face databases (LFW for faces, AR for
gender and Oulu-CASIA for expressions), show that ALSR
outperforms representative methods in the literature, when a
huge number of training images is not available.
Index Terms— Sparse representation, face recognition, facial attributes recognition, biometrics, computer vision.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recognition of faces and facial attributes have been a relevant
research area in computer vision with many important contributions in the last decades. In recent years, we have witnessed
tremendous improvements by using complex deep neural network architectures trained with millions of face images, e.g.,
in face recognition [1]. Methods based on deep learning have
become fundamental in this area. Nevertheless, in order to
achieve satisfactory results, an enormous number of correctly
labeled training images are required. In our work, we have
focused on recognition tasks when a huge number of training
images is not available.
We believe that algorithms based on sparse representations
can be used for this task given that in many computer vision
applications (including face recognition), and under the assumption that natural images can be represented using sparse

decomposition, state-of-the-art results have been significantly
improved [2]. In addition, in comparison with deep-learning
techniques, sparse representation approaches do not require
thousands or millions of images in order to learn a model.
Thus, training complexity is significantly reduced.
Face recognition algorithms based on sparse representation
have been widely used over the last decade [3]. In the sparse
representation approach, a dictionary is constructed from the
gallery images, and matching is undertaken by reconstructing the query image using a sparse linear combination of the
dictionary. The identity of the query image is assigned to the
class that has the least reconstruction error. Several variations
of this approach were recently proposed. In [4], structured
sparsity is proposed for dealing with the problem of occlusion and illumination. In [5], a new dictionary is constructed
by the discriminative common vector per class. In [6], the
dictionary is assembled by the class centroids and sample-tocentroid difference. In [7], the sparse representation is extended by incorporating the low-rank structure of data representation. In [8] and [9], sparse representations of patches
distributed in a grid-like manner are used. In [10] for faces
and in [11] for face attributes, patches that do not provide information (e.g., occluded parts) are automatically filtered out
in the recognition process.
Reflecting on the problems confronting recognition of
faces and facial attributes, we believe that there are some key
ideas that should be present in new proposed solutions. First,
face parts that do not provide any information in this task
(e.g., sunglasses), should not be considered by the recognition algorithm. Second, parts of the face that are more relevant than other parts (e.g., the mouth when recognizing happiness), should be class-dependent, and could be found using
unsupervised learning. Third, feature extraction in face images should not be in fixed positions in order to consider misalignments. Fourth, rather than holistic approaches it would
be helpful to search for similar face parts in all images of the
gallery instead of similar gallery images.
Inspired in theses key-ideas, we propose in this paper a new
method for face recognition that is able to deal with less constrained conditions. The contributions of our approach, called
Accumulative Local Sparse Representation (ALSR), are the
following two:

1) A new representation for the training images based on a
dictionary of patches and the location in the face of each patch
(similar to [12]). It corresponds to a rich collection of representation of relevant parts of the faces that are selected in the
testing stage using closeness and similarity criteria.
2) A new strategy for the testing stage based on accumulative
sparse contributions according to location and relevance criteria. With this criteria we select automatically patches that
provide discriminative information avoiding patches from occluded parts por example.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the proposed method ALSR is explained in further details. In
Section 3, the experiments and results are presented. Finally,
in Section 4, the concluding remarks are given.

Optionally, non-discriminative patches can be removed from
our visual dictionary D using a stop list [11, 13].
2.2. Testing Stage
In testing stage, the task is to determine the class of query
image It given the model learned in previous Section. From
test image, m patches Ppt , for p = 1 · · · m, are extracted as
done in learning stage: the size of the patches is w × w pixels,
the patches are extracted in a grid manner with m = mv ×mh ,
and the patches are described in the same way. Testing stage
has three steps: i) construction of local dictionary, ii) sparse
representation, and iii) analysis of contributions.
2.2.1. Local dictionary

2. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method (ALSR) consists of two stages - 1)
Learning and 2) Testing. In the learning stage, we build a
general dictionary of patches that are extracted from training
face images in a dense manner on a grid. In the testing stage,
patches of the query image are extracted in the same way. For
each query patch a local dictionary is built by selecting similar atoms of the general dictionary that are spatially in the
same neighborhood. Using this local dictionary, each query
patch is sparsely represented. If the sparsity concentration index of the query patch is high enough, we build a k-element
descriptor (where k is the number of the classes) by using a
sum-pooling operator that evaluates the contribution provided
by the atoms of each class. The classification of the face image is performed by maximizing the sum of the descriptors of
all selected patches.
2.1. Learning Stage
In the learning stage, we build dictionary D that contains
patches of the classes of the gallery. We call this dictionary
the general dictionary. The process starts with a set of n face
images of k classes, where Iij denotes image j of class i (for
i = 1 . . . k and j = 1 . . . n). In each image Iij , m patches
i
Pjp
of size w × w pixels (for p = 1 . . . m) are extracted
i
in a grid manner centered in (xijp , yjp
). The grid has mv
patches in vertical direction and mh in horizontal direction,
i.e., m = mv × mh .
In this work, a patch P is defined as i) vector z ∈ Rd , that
is a descriptor of patch P (in our work d = w × w, and the
descriptor corresponds to the gray values of the patch given
by stacking its columns); and ii) image coordinates (x, y) of
the center of patch. Descriptor z is described using a vector
normalized to unit length. All extracted patches are described
i
i
as yjp
= f (Pjp
). Thus, for class i an array with the descripi
tion of all patches is defined as Yi = {yjp
} ∈ Rd×nm (for
j = 1 . . . n and p = 1 . . . m). The general dictionary D is

k
built by concatenating the arrays of all k classes Yi i=1 .

For each extracted test patch, we have its description ypt and
the coordinates of the center of the patch given by (xp , yp ).
For simplicity in this Section, we use patch y and coordinate
(x, y).
In our method, we attempt to compute a sparse representation of y using dictionary D, however, this approach requires
a huge dictionary for reliable performance, i.e., each sparse
representation process would be very time consuming. This
problem can be remedied by using only a part of the dictionary adapted to patch y. Thus, the whole dictionary D can be
reduced into a local dictionary by removing atoms of D that
are not relevant, and only the selected (relevant) atoms can be
used to compute the sparse representation of the patch.
Local dictionary is computed in two steps: closeness and
similarity. In first step, using location information (x, y), we
select from general dictionary D only those atoms that have
been extracted close to (x, y). We call this new dictionary C.
In second step, using intensity information y, we select from
dictionary C only those atoms that are similar to y. That
means, we select the most similar patches from C. We call
this new dictionary A.
2.2.2. Sparse Representation
With local dictionary A, we look for a sparse representation
of y using the `1 -minimization approach:
x̂ = argmin||x||1 subject to Ax = y.

(1)

In addition, we define vector gi , for i = 1 · · · k, as a vector
whose elements are the entries in x̂ corresponding to class i.
The contribution of the atoms of class i in the sparse representation of the patch is defined as the sum of the absolute
values of gi :
si = ||gi ||1 .
(2)
Thus, for a k-class problem, the contribution vector of the
patch is defined as a k-element vector:
s = [s1 · · · sk ].

(3)

In order to evaluate how the sparse coefficients of x̂ are
distributed, we use the sparsity concentration index (SCI) of
the patch [3], that is defined by

that is a k-element vector [z1 · · · zk ]. Test image It will then
assigned to class i if zi is maximal.

k max(si )/||s||1 − 1
.
(4)
k−1
SCI value is between 0 and 1, if patch y is discriminative
enough its SCI is expected to be closer to 1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

SCI(y) =

2.2.3. Analysis of Contributions
In this step, we analyze the contribution of the patches. The
key-idea of this step is that not all query patches are relevant,
i.e., some patches of the face do not provide any discriminative information of the class, e.g., the nose is not important
when recognizing facial expressions and sunglasses are not
relevant when identifying a subject. This problem can be addressed by i) removing fixed patched (e.g., the patches of the
nose in expression recognition), and ii) by selecting automatically the query patches according to a score value. The first
selection can be performed by using a mask over the face image (see examples in Fig. 1). Thus, only certain contributions
of the face image will be used. The second selection is done
automatically by not considering the contribution of a patch if
its SCI value is below a threshold. Therefore, all elements si ,
for i = 1 · · · k, are set to zero if SCI< θSCI . In case the patch
fulfills the SCI criteria, we normalize the contributions si by
its maximal value: s̄i = si /max(si ), and if s̄i < θc then s̄i
is set to zero. Thus, noise contributions can be removed. Finally, a patch y can be represented as a k-element vector of
contributions:
s̄(y) = [s̄1 · · · s̄k ]
(5)
Now, considering the whole query image, for each test
patch ypt , for p = 1 · · · m, we obtain a normalized contribution vector s̄(yp ) given by (6). By summing all vectors, we
achieve a rich representation of test image It :
z(It ) =

m
X

s̄(yp ),

We performed experiments with our method on three
databases: LFW for face recognition [14], AR for gender
recognition [15] and Oulu-CASIA for expression recognition [16]. For gender and expression recognition, we follow
an evaluation protocol where training and testing subsets are
subject-disjoint [17], i.e., subjects that are present in training
subset are not allowed to be in testing subset. In this section,
we report the experiments in each dataset and the details of
the implementation.
Face recognition in LFWa: The ‘Labeled Faces in the Wild’
(LFW) dataset [14] contains real-life images taken under unconstrained conditions, collected from the web. We used the
deep funneled version (‘LFWa’ [18]). We followed hold-out
experimental protocol given by [19]: subjects that have at
least 10 images each were selected (giving a total of 143 subjects), and the first 10 images are used for training and the rest
for testing. LFW face images have a large amount of intraclass variability, due to factors such as pose, background, expression and lighting. The recognition results on LFWa can
be found in Table 1. In this table, we do not compare our algorithm with other deep learning methods that require millions
of training images (for the sake of truth, VGG-F [1] in this
experiment achieves 97.7%). An interesting result is shown
in Fig. 2, where the robustness of ALSR against occlusion is
demonstrated. In this example (with subject #98), the query
image has sunglasses. Our method does not consider in the
classification step those patches where SCI value is below a
threshold (θSCI = 0.1). Thus, the majority of the patches that
are centered in the region of the sunglasses are filtered out.
In addition, the figure shows the patches where the maximal

(6)
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Fig. 1. Used face image masks: only patches that are centered in white zones are analyzed. The masks were defined
manually by giving more relevance to certain parts of the face
using superimposed rectangular regions.

Fig. 2. Top: Patches selected in the faces with sunglasses.
Bottom: Contribution per class (vector z see (7).

Table 1. Face Recognition in LFWa
Method
LC-KSVD
DLSI
FDDL
LDL
JNPDL
SADL
ASR
ALSR

Reference
[21]
[22]
[20]
[19]
[23]
[24]
[10]
(ours)

η [%]
66.0
73.8
74.8
77.2
78.1
78.4
78.5
80.4

Table 2. Gender Recognition in AR
Method
LC-KSVD
LDL
FDDL
LGBP+SRC
ASR+
ALSR

Reference
[21]
[19]
[20]
[25]
[11]
(ours)

η [%]
86.8
95.3
95.4
97.7
97.6
98.9

Table 3. Expression Recognition in Oulu-CASIA
Method
UDCS
GoogLeNet
ALSR

Reference
[26]
[27]
(ours)

η [%]
49.5
66.6
68.2

contribution is given by atoms corresponding to class #98. In
the final contribution per class, it is clear that this query image
is classified as subject #98.
• Gender recognition in AR: The images in the ‘AR’ dataset
[15] were taken from 100 subjects (50 women and 50 men)
with different facial expressions, illumination conditions, and
occlusion with sun glasses and scarf (we used the cropped
version). For gender recognition, we followed the protocol
from [20] that uses the non-occluded subset (14 images per
subject). In this experiment, the first 25 males and 25 females
were used for training and the last 25 males and 25 females
were used for testing. See results in Table 2, where sample
male and female images are shown.
• Expression recognition in Oulu-CASIA: For expression recognition we use the Oulu-CASIA dataset [16]. In
this dataset, face images were taken with six different facial
expressions (surprise, happiness, sadness, anger, fear and disgust) under normal illumination from 80 subjects (59 males
and 21 females) ranging from 23 to 58 years in age. The
dataset contains 480 sequences. We used the protocol suggested in [26], where the first 9 images of each sequence are
not considered, the first 40 individuals are taken as training
subset and the rest as testing. See results in Table 3, where the
six expressions are shown in different sample subjects. We

exclude method PPDN [27] from Table 3 in which the accuracy was 72.4%, because the training stage of PPDN, instead
of single images, includes pairs of images (one for the peak
expression and another one for the non-peak expression).
The significance of our results is twofold: i) ALSR is a general recognition algorithm that can be used in different facial
attribute analysis with few number of parameters. ii) Results
show that ALSR deals well with unconstrained conditions in
every experiment, achieving a high recognition performance
in many complex conditions and obtaining better performance
in comparison with other representative methods.
For the experiments, we used the implementation of kmeans and sparse coding from [28] and [29] respectively.
The rest of the algorithms were implemented on MATLAB.
In our experiments, the total training time / the testing time
per query image in seconds for each experiment was: 500/20
(LFWa), 3000/3 (AR) and 450/15 (Oulu-CASIA). The experiments were carried out on a iMac OS X 10.12.4 with a 3.7
GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5 processor and 12GB memory
(12GB RAM 1866 MHz DDR3). The code of the MATLAB
(version R2016a) implementation and the detail of the used
parameters are available on our webpage1 .
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a new algorithm that is able to
recognize faces and facial attributes automatically from face
images captured under less constrained conditions including
some variability in ambient lighting, pose, expression, size of
the face and distance from the camera. The robustness of our
algorithm is due to two reasons: i) The dictionary used in the
recognition corresponds to a rich collection of representations
of relevant parts which were selected using closeness and similarity criteria. ii) The testing stage is based on accumulative
sparse contributions according to location and relevance criteria. Combining these ideas, the algorithm deals with unconstrained conditions very well achieving high recognition
performance in many complex conditions outperforming the
other tested algorithms. We believe that this new approach
can be used to solve other kind of computer vision problems in which there are similar unconstrained conditions and
a huge number of training images is not available. In the future, we will train our own deep learning network to obtain
a better description of the patches, and we will learn the face
image masks from training data, instead of manual selection.
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